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September DVDs

Jurassic World Dominion
With Earth once again dominated by prehistoric predators, two
generations of heroes must unite
for a globe-spanning adventure
to shape the destiny of humans
and dinosaurs.

An ordinary woman's (Lesley Manville) dream of owning a Christian
Dior gown leads her on a Parisian
adventure where her unwavering
spirit charms the elite people she

In this stirring coming-of-age
drama, 14-year-old Mouse
and his best friends Lamont
and Sweartagawd desperately
want to join The Midnight
Clique, an infamous group of
dirt bikers who rule West Baltimore's summertime streets.
Following the tragic death of
his older brother Stro, a legendary Midnight rider, Mouse
is determined to win the respect of the neighborhood,
help provide for his family, and
above all, be a man. As his
mom Teri and mentor Detective Rivers (William Catlett)
work overtime to help the
bright, charismatic teen reach
his full potential, Midnight's
leader, Blax, takes Mouse under his wing - an act of kind-

Synopses provided by Amazon and
dvdreleasedates.com

Where the Crawdads Sing is a
movie adaptation of Delia Owen's bestselling novel. The
Drama Mystery is about a
woman, Kya Clark, of the
Deep South who has raised
herself in the marshes during
the 1950s and 60s after her
parents abandon her. Her long
isolation only molded her to be
independent but yearn for
company. When the murder of
a man she was once involved
with arises, a vulnerable Kya

Oscar® winners Juliette Binoche and Morgan Freeman
star in this riveting thriller
about a truck driver and a
detective trying to save a girl
from a human-trafficking op-
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When Will Spann's soon-tobe ex-wife Lisa mysteriously disappears during a stop
at a gas station, a frantic
Will engages the local Sheriff (Russell Hornsby) in an
increasingly desperate at-

The once peaceful and
booming Yellowstone City
has fallen on hard times,
but when a local prospector
strikes gold, things seem to
be turning around. Any
hope is soon shattered
when the prospector is
found dead and the Sheriff
quickly arrests a mysterious
newcomer. But nothing is
so simple in this sleepy
western town, and more
than a few of the locals
have secrets to keep and
reasons to kill. As the brutal
murders continue, pitting
neighbor against neighbor,

Juvenile DVD
Before the toys ever came
to life, an astronaut named
Buzz Lightyear traveled to
infinity and beyond... Buzz
Lightyear of Star Command
has waited a year to take
his first test flight to help his
people leave behind the
world they've been stuck on
to go home. The flight is
also in anticipation of traveling to new galaxies for
Star Command on exploration and peaceful firstcontact missions. After
Buzz finds out that an evil
emperor named Zurg
threatens life throughout
the universe with his mas-

Juvenile DVD
Long before he becomes the
master of evil, Gru is just a
12-year-old boy in 1970s
suburbia, plotting to take
over the world from his
basement. When the infamous supervillain group, the
Vicious 6, ousts their leader,
Gru attempts to join their
ranks but soon finds himself
the mortal enemy of the
apex of evil. With Gru on the
run, the Minions attempt to
learn martial arts to help

Juvenile DVD

Synopses provided by Amazon and
dvdreleasedates.com

Disney and Pixar’s Turning Red
introduces Mei Lee, a confident,
dorky 13-year-old torn between
staying her mother’s dutiful
daughter and the chaos of adolescence. Her protective, if not
slightly overbearing mother,
Ming, is never far from her
daughter—an unfortunate reality
for the teenager. And as if
changes to her interests, relationships and body weren’t

